By contrast, JCAP aims from the outset to build a solar-fuel system that will ultimately prove commercially viable. Potential advances in electrolysis and photovoltaic solar panels would be welcome but incidental, says Lewis. "That's the dividing line that we drew intellectually. " Lewis adds that the centre will compare materials and processes used by competing researchers to determine which scientific avenues look most promising.
Chu initially proposed eight energy hubs, but Congress authorized the energy department to move forward with three. The first energy hub, which focuses on advanced nuclear reactors, was announced in May. A third hub aimed at energyefficient buildings will follow in the coming months. Chu has called the energy hubs 'Bell lablets' after the famous Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey.
Earlier this year in its fiscal 2011 budget, the energy department requested $34 million for a fourth hub, focusing on batteries and electricity storage, but Congress has yet to approve it.
■
Jeff tollefson US seeks solar flair for fuels be observed in space, but smaller objects can fall undetected or disintegrate in the atmosphere, whereas they would leave a mark on the Moon.
The crater count could also lead to a re calibration of methods for estimating the age of surfaces elsewhere in the Solar System. Right now, the Moon acts as a sort of fundamental clock. Scientists have dated lunar samples returned to Earth by Apollo and linked those dates to the crater density of the sample's original terrain. So when a surface with a certain crater density is found on Mars, for example, researchers compare it with surfaces on the Moon to pin down its age.
However, corrections must be applied, owing to differences in impact rates between the Moon and Mars. These are estimated from asteroid orbit calculations, Mars's location in the Solar System and models that account for its greater size and gravity.
By combining LRO observations with those from other spacecraft, scientists may be able to determine relative impact rates throughout the Solar System more directly. McEwen and his team have been finding new craters on Mars for the past four years, using data from NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. And a current impact rate for Mercury may emerge when NASA's MESSENGER mission begins to orbit the planet next year, although McEwen says that new craters would have to be very large to be detected.
Schultz says that this is an opportunity to improve the dating of surfaces on other planets with measurements rather than models. "You want to see what nature shows you, " he says. ■
